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Accelerating the journey 
back to hotel business
The Covid-19 pandemic is one of the most challenging episodes in 
the history of our industry. It’s not over yet – but resilient hospitality 
businesses are already gearing up for the return of guests.

In Seven Steps back to Hotel Business, we draw on Safehotels’ experience 
helping hotels meet the safety and cleaning standards required to keep 
guests and employees safe, build confidence and win traveller trust.

We look at key business issues associated with welcoming back guests, 
based on practices we’ve observed among our customers. Seven 
Steps does not explore the functional aspects of enhanced safety and 
sanitation. For this, check out the CovidClean™ Certification program – 
there’s more information at the end of this paper.

Hospitality can emerge stronger from the pandemic, ready for a bright 
future. We hope Seven Steps can help accelerate your journey on this 
road to recovery.
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Confidence is the critical factor for recovery in global 
travel and hospitality. With safety now the traveller’s #1 
concern, the industry needs to reassure guests that it has 
taken every step to protect their health and safety. 

As they get ready to travel again, travellers need to know 
that their safety will be prioritised at every stage of the 
journey.  This puts a particular focus on hotels: most of 
the traveller’s time will be spent in hotel guest rooms, 
restaurants and other public areas. Even as the immediate 
threat of the pandemic subsides, travellers will be very 
conscious of Covid-19 risks and require assurance. 

1 Build Confidence

Confidence is the first step 
in the journey back to hotel 
business. Hotel managers 
will lead the efforts to build 
confidence among employees 
and prospective guests by 
instituting measures for their 
safety.  
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With confidence comes trust. Hotels will 
earn trust when they convince guests they 
are doing everything they can to keep them 
safe. 

Communication is key to earning trust: 
informing guests about hotel pandemic 
practices and protocols will reassure them. 
According to research by PwC, the vast 
majority of consumers in the Covid era 
say their travel decisions depend on the 
communication they receive from hotels 
and airlines about safety. Yet many hotels 
fail to keep travellers informed about their 
Covid measures. 40% of consumers are 
unsatisfied with the communication they 
currently receive about safety protocols*. 

*  How to restore confidence in travel during an 
uncertain time. PwC Traveller Sentiment Survey,  
May 2020.

Use your marketing channels 
to showcase your Covid safety 
regime – tell prospective guests 
about the measures you are 
taking to protect them. Don’t 
be afraid to get creative: we’ve 
seen very effective online videos 
where hotels use humour to 
explain what they’re doing to 
keep guests safe.  

2 Win trust

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/industries/consumer-markets/library/how-to-restore-confidence-in-travel-during-covid-19.html
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3 Show diligence

Duty of care and traveller safety are key priorities for 
corporations and corporate travel buyers. As travel starts 
to recover in the post-Covid “new normal”, corporations 
will focus even more closely on the safety of employees 
travelling for business. 

Before they can send travellers to a hotel, corporations 
and their travel management companies (TMCs) will 
need to be satisfied that comprehensive guest safety and 
cleaning protocols are in place.

An excellent way to show 
diligence, and win trust in 
your safety and cleaning 
protocols, is to get them 
verified by an independent 
Certification program like 
Safehotels CovidClean™.
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4 Teamwork gets results

As hotels prepare to welcome back guests, hotel staff will 
find new responsibilities added to their job descriptions. As 
well as executing the hotel’s Covid safety regime, staff will 
need to project confidence, warmth and professionalism 
to reassure guests and help them enjoy their stay.

Working with hotels to help them achieve CovidClean™  
Certification, we have seen the importance of teamwork, 
where every member of staff understands their role in 
creating a safe and clean environment. The hotel manager 
plays a critical role, making sure every member of the 
team knows what they need to do. 

Teamwork is the foundation for 
a strong Covid hygiene regime. 
The hotel manager is key: a 
leader who ensures everyone 
is familiar with the back-
to-business program – and 
understands how important 
they are to the delivery of the 
program.
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5 Finding your first guests

It makes sense to identify which countries and regions 
are first to loosen restrictions, and to prioritise marketing 
geared to these countries. With concerns about flying, 
some hotels are targeting their marketing towards 
prospective guests who are located with the travel radius 
of a car. 

It makes sense to identify and prioritise marketing geared 
towards the first countries to loosen restrictions. With 
concerns about flying, some hotels are targeting their 
marketing towards prospective guests who are located 
with the travel radius of a car. 

Another option is to think about how you can adjust your 
offering to appeal to new market segments. For example, 
some of the hotels we work with are looking to replace 
temporarily lost corporate and conference business with 
leisure guests. 

When it comes to identifying 
your first guests, it is important to 
do your research to identify and 
target the markets most likely to 
provide you with business. 
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The collapse in business caused by the 
pandemic has been a genuine shock for 
the hospitality industry. Almost overnight, 
hotels have seen volumes shredded as 
travel and tourism came to a halt.

With recovery beginning in some countries, 
it may be tempting to slash room rates to 
win market share. However, this is not the 
preferred strategy for many of the hotels 
we are working with on CovidClean™. 
These hotels understand that once rates 
move downwards, it can be a slow and 
difficult process to drag them back up. 
Instead, these hotels are experimenting 
with innovative offers, packages and 
discounts based on their existing rate 
structures. 

Don’t rush  
to reduce rates

Getting your hotel independently 
Certified as CovidClean™ will 
show returning guests that you 
take their safety seriously - and 
help you defend your rates.

6
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7 Look and learn

Almost every hotel in the world faces similar 
challenges in getting ready for the return of business. 
In every country, region and city, hotels managers are 
focusing intensely on many of the questions we have 
touched on in Seven Steps. They are asking how they 
can build confidence, show diligence to corporate 
bookers or identify their most promising markets as 
travel and tourism recovers. 

Don’t be afraid to look at what 
your colleagues – and competitors 
– in other hotels and markets are 
doing. They may already have 
found answers for problems 
you need to solve. Industry 
associations and trade media are 
good sources of back-to-business 
intelligence. Follow Safehotels 
on LinkedIn for regular updates 
on how hotels around the world 
are taking steps to implement a 
safe and clean operating model.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/safehotels-alliance-ab/
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CovidClean™

CovidClean™ is an independent Certification program that enables 
hotels to demonstrate that they have taken the necessary steps to 
protect the safety of their employees and guests with respect to 
Covid-19. With travel restrictions still in place in many regions, 
CovidClean™ includes e-Check verification to allow assessment 
and Certification without the need to visit the property. 
CovidClean™ is provided by Safehotels, the world’s leading 
independent hotel safety and security provider and operator of 
the Global Hotel Security Standard © - the world’s leading safety 
and security certification standard for the hotel industry. 

To learn more about CovidClean™  
and Safehotels, visit Safehotels.com.

https://safehotels.com


To find out how Safehotels can help you achieve the 
world’s leading hotel safety and certification standard, 
please contact anna@safehotels.com or visit our 
website safehotels.com. 

People  
Integrity  
Passion

https://safehotels.com
mailto:ann@safehotels.com



